Shortcuts in Evergreen MARC Editor

Add Row: CTRL + Enter
Insert Row: CTRL + Shift + Enter
Add Subfield: CTRL + D
Remove Row: CTRL + Del
Remove Subfield: Shift + Del
Copy Row Above: CTRL + Up
Copy Row Below: CTRL + Down

To see these shortcuts in Evergreen:

Open MARC editor → Select “help” box → You will see the box below:

Add Row: Adds a new row on the line below the cursor (insert row below)
Insert Row: Insert a new row on the line above the cursor (insert row above)
Copy Current Row Above: Duplicates the line the cursor is currently in (above it)
Copy Current Row Below: Duplicates the line the cursor is currently in (below it)
Add Subfield: Inserts a new subfield delimiter (e.g. $b, $c)
Remove Row: Deletes an entire line (field)
Remove Subfield: Deletes an entire subfield

The three Create/Replace options currently do not work.